
IT IS CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO
EXPOSE ALL REQUIRED LOCATIONS PRIOR
TO ORDERING STEELS TO CONFIRM
ASSUMPTIONS. REFER BACK TO PGA IF
FOUND DIFFERENT.
IF IN DOUBT, ASK.
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General Notes
All dimensions to be checked on site. All details and
dimensions relating the sub-contractors or suppliers work
must be checked and agreed between the subcontractors
or supplier and the general contractor.

Works to comply with current Codes of Practice, Eurocode
Standards and Building Regulations.

Contractor to establish with the local authority their
requirements for inspecting the works, and adhere to
these, from the outset.

Temporary Stability - Contractor to provide all necessary
temporary propping to safely undertake the works.

Steelwork - All steelwork connections are to be detailed
and designed by the fabricator taking into account the
loadings outlined in the calculations.

Steelwork - Steelwork fabricator/contractor is to undertake
their own site survey to determine final dimensions for all
new steelwork fabrication. The survey should highlight any
obstructions/services/etc., that need altering/relocating to
avoid clashes.

Steelwork Protection - All steelwork to be blast cleaned to
Sa 21/2 in accordance with BS EN ISO 12944.
All steelwork to be hot dip galvanised to 140µm in
accordance with BS EN ISO 1461 and 14713.

Steelwork grade - All steelwork to be high yield (S355)
unless noted otherwise.

Proprietary items to be used in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.

All dimensions, levels and setting out of structure by
contractor/ steel fabricator.

All works to Building Inspector approval.

Designer Risk Assessment
Mechanical aids should be employed when installing
beams. Structural Engineer to be consulted if required.

The contractor is to provide all necessary temporary
propping & temporary works to safely undertake the work
and maintain structural stability. The contractor is to be
aware that the property may be occupied during
construction and temporary works loading to consider this.

The assumptions made within the calculations and
drawings should be confirmed on site, prior to
commencement of works. Any differences should be
discussed with Structural Engineer, in order to check
calculations.

Appropriate checks are to be completed by contractor
prior to commencement of work to ensure no services are
in the local vicinity of the works.

Contractor to take all measures to control noise and dust.

All appropriate scaffold and edge protection should be put
in place to ensure safety while working from height.
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Typical Proposed Ground Floor Plan
(Showing Foundations)

(1:50)

EXISTING REAR OUTLINE OF ST ANN'S WELL HOUSE, FARM ROAD, HOVE, BN3 1FX
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C1 All  C1 columns to landing frame to be centred on and fixed to a
450mm square mass concrete pad foundation, min. 750mm
deep on firm virgin soil to BCO approval. Assumed allowable
GBP = 100 kN/m² . BCO to confirm assumed GBP and final
required depth of foundation to suit site ground conditions.

Inner C1 columns to balconies to be positioned
off-centre to foundation as shown on plan and fixed to a
600mm wide x 2400mm long mass concrete pad
foundation, min. 750mm deep on firm virgin soil to BCO
approval. Assumed allowable GBP = 100 kN/m² . BCO
to confirm assumed GBP and final required depth of
foundation to suit site ground conditions.

Outer C1 columns to balconies to be centred on and
fixed to a 450mm square pad x min. 750mm deep
foundations on firm virgin soil to BCO approval.
Assumed allowable GBP = 100 kN/m² . BCO to
confirm assumed GBP and final required depth of
foundation to suit site ground conditions.
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Typical Proposed Floor Plan
(Showing Steel Layout)

(1:50)

EXISTING REAR OUTLINE OF ST ANN'S WELL HOUSE, FARM ROAD, HOVE, BN3 1FX
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4No. stair stringers 10mm thick
x min. 180mm deep S275.
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For typical connection details
between beam B2 and columns
C1 refer to calculation Appendix C

For typical connection details
between beams, stringers and
columns C1 refer to calculation
Appendix D
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All connections to be designed for V 
max = 15 kN

(factored) unless shown otherwise.

Floor plate to be cut around existing pipes with
min. 15mm gap.

Provide Lionweld Kennedy Group treads,
Safegrid Tread 20 Ball Proof Liongrip, see
Appendix B, or similar approved, with rear
upstand of min. 70mm to be confirmed by BCO,
to be installed to manufactures instructions.
Typical note for all treads.
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P1

P1

Floor plate laid to fall 1:80 from wall to garden
for drainage purposes. Floor plates to be
notched were required to acommodate the
steel columns, minimum gap to be 10mm. Final
setting out of floor plate to be by manufacture.
Typical note for all floor plates at column/ post
positions.
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V 
max = 15kN

(factored)

Strip foundation to be raised in order
to create first step to avoid clashes
between foundation and steel
stringers. Stringers to be fixed to top
of concrete foundation. Top level of
concrete to be confirmed with a steel
fabricator following their survey in
order to ensure that stair tread risers
are consistent between ground floor
and first floor. The step nosing will be
made apparent - use a visually
contrast material, 50mm to 65mm
wide on the tread and 30mm to 55 on
the riser.
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4No. stair stringers 10mm thick
x min. 180mm deep S275.
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For typical connection details
between beam B2 and columns C1
refer to calculation Appendix C

For typical connection details
between beams, stringers and
columns C1 refer to calculation
Appendix D
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Provide Lionweld Kennedy Group treads,
Safegrid Tread 20 Ball Proof Liongrip, see
Appendix B, or similar approved, with rear
upstand of min. 70mm to be confirmed by
BCO, to be installed to manufactures
instructions. Typical note for all treads.
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C1 All  C1 columns to landing frame to be centred on and fixed to a
450mm square mass concrete pad foundation, min. 750mm
deep on firm virgin soil to BCO approval. Assumed allowable
GBP = 100 kN/m² . BCO to confirm assumed GBP and final
required depth of foundation to suit site ground conditions.

Inner C1 columns to balconies to be positioned
off-centre to foundation as shown on plan and fixed to a
600mm wide x 2400mm long mass concrete pad
foundation, min. 750mm deep on firm virgin soil to BCO
approval. Assumed allowable GBP = 100 kN/m² . BCO
to confirm assumed GBP and final required depth of
foundation to suit site ground conditions.

Outer C1 columns to balconies to be
centred on and fixed to a 450mm square
pad x min. 750mm deep  foundations on
firm virgin soil to BCO approval. Assumed
allowable GBP = 100 kN/m² . BCO to
confirm assumed GBP and final required
depth of foundation to suit site ground
conditions.
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Strip foundation to be raised in order
to create first step to avoid clashes
between foundation and steel
stringers. Stringers to be fixed to top
of concrete foundation. Top level of
concrete to be confirmed with a steel
fabricator following their survey in
order to ensure that stair tread risers
are consistent between ground floor
and first floor. The step nosing will be
made apparent - use a visually
contrast material, 50mm to 65mm
wide on the tread and 30mm to 55 on
the riser.
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Floor plate laid to fall 1:80 from wall to
garden for drainage purposes. Floor plates
to be notched were required to
acommodate the steel columns, minimum
gap to be 10mm. Final setting out of floor
plate to be by manufacture. Typical note for
all floor plates at column/ post positions.

B1 - Denotes a 152x 89 UB16 beam supporting floor plates @
max. 1m centres. End of beam to be built into masonry.
Provide flexible sealant around beam to allow movements
of beam. For connection to beam: V 

max = 5 kN (factored).

B2 - 150 x 90 x 24 PFC Beam

P1 - 50 x 50 x 4.0 SHS Post welded to top of PFC's or to
stringers (outer face of stringers) all round. All welds
to be 6mm fillet welds.

PS1 Denotes 215 x 102 Engineering brick
padstone.

C1 - 152 x 152 UC23 Columns to be fixed to foundations. For
connection purpose allow for case 1: Nmax = 60kN (factored),
case 2:  Nmax = 7kN plus Hmax = 5kN (both factored)

B3 - 100 x 50 x 10 PFC Beam

Scheme of Balcony Balustrades
(Showing section)

(1:20)
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SHS 50x50x4.0mm SHS post @ max.
1.5m centres. Post to be welded to
PFC beam using 6mm fillet welds.

FLOOR

Provide min. 50x12mm
Semi-curved S275 top rail
bolted to plate welded to post.

Provide min. 12mm Ø S275
intermediate rails @ max.
100mm centres.

15

Provide min. 50x10mm
S275 bottom rail bolted
to plate welded to post.

30x50mm x 8mm thick steel plate
to be welded to post and bolted
to bottom rail using M10
stainless steel bolt with button
head. Provide separating washer
between stainless and zinc steel.

Detail of Bottom Rail.
(Showing connection detail.)

(1:5)

150 x 90 x 24 PFC

50x45mm x 4mm thick steel
plate to be welded to post
and bolted to top rail using
M10 stainless steel bolt with
button head. Provide
separating washer between
stainless and zinc steel.

Detail of Top Rail.
(Showing connection detail.)

(1:5)

Scheme of Balcony Floor
(Showing section)

(1:10)

FLOOR

PS1

Floor plate to extend
minimum 15mm
beyond edge beams.

For connection detail
refer to Appendix E.

Floor plate to to be laid with a fall of
1:80 from wall to garden for drainage
purpose. Contractor to use galvanised
firring pieces to support the floor plate.

Allow a 15mm gap between
floor plate and wall.

15

B1

B3

B2

1:80 Fall

Allow a min.150mm gap between
rear face of beam and wall along
entire elevation.

.

Note
All Steelwork including durbar plates to be galvanised

Balcony and landing Floor finish to be made up of
Durbar plates 4.5mm thick grade S275 all floor plates
to be galvanised. For design purposes the following
loadings have been applied:
· Floor dead load = 0.38 kN/m2

· Floor live load = 3.00 kN/m2

· Point load = 4.00 kN
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